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M. F. Neuts (*) 
ABSTRACT 
This is the first part of a bibliography on computational probability. It lists over five hundred 
references to published papers, technical reports and theses, which deal with algorithmic solu- 
tions to probability problems or which contain useful information on the computational spects 
of such probhms. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Since 1950 there has been an impressive development 
of the theory of stochastic models for such phenomenon 
as waiting lines, epidemics, dams, computer systems, 
inventories and the reliability of composite systems. 
The most accessible information about such models 
is given by simple explicit formulas and tractable 
qualitative f atures uch as growth rates and relaxa- 
tion time parameters. As the models grow increasingly 
complex and more detailed information about hem 
becomes desirable, the available xplicit results tend 
to be inadequate or intractable. There is also an undue 
emphasis on analytic results, even ff these involve 
integral transforms which may not be readily invertible 
or otherwise il.l. uminating. This emphasis may be large- 
ly a holdover from the pre-computer a, when large 
scale numerical computations involved aprohibitive 
amount of human effort. 
In recent years the computer has enabled the applied 
probabilist to obtain far more refined information on 
complex models and also to develop models for 
substantially more involved phenomena than was 
previously possible. In disciplines uch as statistics or 
mathematical programming, there is already awell- 
established tradition of algorithmic solution, but in 
stochastic modelling the investigation ofexact com- 
putational methods i of much more recent date. The 
availability of computer simulation has made it a 
panacea used by the practitioner, who often feels that 
the only alternative offered by the theoretician is an 
involved and unilluminating treatment in terms of 
multiple integral transforms or difficult singular integral 
equations. What ought o be a solution method of last 
resort, is often applied to models, whose algorithmic 
solution can easily be caned out at a small fraction of 
the cost and with far greater precision. 
As any computationally experienced mathematician 
knows, it is hazardous to attempt any non-trivial com- 
putation without a detailed analysis of the structure 
of the problem. In fact the development of a good 
algorithm is as challenging as the analytic investigation, 
and it uses substantially the same mathematical ideas 
and techniques. Even in papers which include some 
numerical results, there is still a wide-spread practice 
to omit all discussion of the algorithm or to limit it to 
• a few terse comments. The practitioner who wishes 
to extend the range of the numerical results or to solve 
a related problem, is then required to start he work 
anew. Much useful algorithmic nformation remains 
buried in unpublished theses or technical reports and 
already there is also much duplication of effort in the 
existing papers on computational probability. 
The latter observation prompted the author to compile 
a bibliography on computational probability to make 
it available to interested research workers in this field 
and also to serve as an aid to his own efforts in this 
area. A large number of probabilists were contacted 
by letter or by the kind assistance of several journals 
and an unaided one-man examination of several 
periodicals over the recent volumes was carried out. 
The response was encouraging and several individuals, 
who will be acknowledged below, sent much informa- 
tion on work other than their own. In order to keep 
the size of the bibliography manageable, it was planned 
to issue Part I when five hundred references had been 
accumulated. This goal was attained late in 1975 and 
by including a few latecomers, the present number 
was reached. 
It is the author's intention to make this a continuing 
project. Authors are solicited to supply reprints or 
preprints of articles to be listed in a second part of the 
bibliography, which will be issued as soon as a sufficient 
number of additional references become available. Only 
titles which come under the general heading of com- 
putational probability will be inchded and the Final 
decision on whether the material is germane will be 
made by the compiler. Corrections and updated informa- 
tion on unpublished material in Part I will also be given 
in the subsequent issues. 
i*) M. F. Neuts, Department of Statistics and Computer Science, University of Delaware, 
Newark DE 19711, USA 
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Correspondence on this bibliography should be ad- 
dressed to the author. 
2. SCOPE OF THE BIBLIOGRAPHY 
It has been the intention to make the scope of the 
bibliography as wide as possible and to include as 
much germane and informative matezial as possible. 
There are some areas which are already so extensively 
developed that a systematic search for all references 
would have been prohibitive. These include the very 
extensive literature on computational methods in 
statistics and the vast area of random number genera- 
tion. Generally adequate and extensive bibliographies 
on these are available. The compiler has therefore 
included only those papers in these areas which were 
directly brought o his attention by the authors or 
others, or which appeared to have a wider algorithmic 
interest and were of a recent date. 
Some rehted bibliographies to be consulted are listed 
in the next section. 
3. RELATED BIBLIOGRAPHIES 
The following is a brief and by no means exhaustive 
list of recent bibliographies, containing references 
which may be useful in probabilistic modelling or in 
its algorithmic aspects. 
ANDERSON, T. W., DAS GUPTA, S. and STYAN, G. P. H. : 
"A bibliography of multivariate statistical nalysis", John 
Wiley and Sons, New York, 1972, 642 PC. 
TEUGEI~S, J.L. "Bibliography on Semi-Markov processes" 
J. of Comp. and Appl. Math., Vol. 2 (1976), no. 2, p. 125- 
144. 
NANCE, R. E. and OVERSTREET, C. Jr. : "A bibliography 
on random number generation", Computing Reviews, October 
1975, p. 495-508. 
PIESSENS, K. : "A bibliography on the numerical inversion 
of the Laplace Transform", J. of Comp. and Appl. Math., 
Vol. 1 (1975), no. 2, p. 115-128 and Vol. 2 (1976), no. 3, p. 
225-228. 
SAATY, T .  L .  : "Seven more years of queues - A lament and 
a bibliography', Naval Research Logistics Quarterly, 13, p. 
447-476, 1966. 
STANCU-MINASIAN, I. M. : "A selected bibliography of 
works related to stochastia programming", Academy of 
Economic S~adies, Bucharest, Komania, Sept. 1974. 
WOLD, H. : "Bibliography on time series and stochastic 
process", M.I.T. Press, Cambridge MA, 1965, 516 pp. 
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COMMUNICATIONS OF THE AeCeM, 11~ 6|9-621t 1968 
A GRAPH THEORETIC ALGORITHM FOR THE 
CLASSIFICATION OF THE STATES OF A FINITE MARKOV 
CHAIN 
153~ B. L. FOX 
NUMERICAL COMPUTATION - TRANSIENT BEHAVIOR OF 
MARKOV RENEMAL PROCESSES 
TECH. PEP. NO. 119, DEPT, INFORMATIQUE~ UNIV. DE 
MONTREAL, 1973t 26 PP. MITH APPENDICES 
k PROCEDURE OF GAUSS-SEIDEL TYPE FOR THE 
NUPERICAL COMPUTATION OF THE TRANSIENT BEHAVIOR 
OF NARKOV RENENAL PROCESSES 
1510 P, R, FREEMAN 
A NUMERICAL COMPARISON BETMEEM SEQUENTIAL TAGGING 
AND SEQUENTIAL RECAPTURE 
BIOMETRIKA, 60, 699-508t l iT3  
152s W, FREIBERGER AND U, GRENANDER 
A SHORT COURSE IN COMPUTATIONAL PROBABILITY AND 
STATISTICS (BOOK) 
SPRINGER VERLAG, BERLIN AND NEH YORK, 1971, 15S PP. 
DISCUSSES A NUMBER OF EXAMPLES OF VARYING LEVELS 
OF DIFFICULTY OF PRO8LEHS IN COMPUTATIONAL 
PROBA8ILITY. PROGRAMS IN THE APL LANGUAGE ARE 
GIVEN. NO EXERCISES. 
1SOS W. FREIBERGER AND U. GRENANOER 
COMPUTATIONAL PROBABILITY AND STATISTICS 
INTERNAT. STAT. REVt 40t 67-72t 1972 
A REVXEN OF THE AUTHORS PROJECT DI CO/4PUTATIONAL 
PROBABILITY 
15&e S, FUHRMANM 
CONTROL OF AN EP|DEM IC ~IVOLV~G A MULTISTAGE 
DISEASE 
PH, D, THESIS, DEPT. OF STATISTICS, PURDUE 
UNIVERSITY, NEST LAFAYETTE IN, AUGUST 1975t 181 PP 
COMPUTATION AND APPROX mAT lnN OF A NUMBER OF 
PROBABILITIES RELATEO TD A CONTROLLED NULTI-TVPE 
BRANCHING PROCESS 
1SS~ ~* SALLO AND R, M, STARK 
COMPUTATIONAL ASPECTS OF POLYNOMIALS OF INDEPENDENT 
RANDOM VARIABLES 
MANUSCRIPT, OEPT, OF STATISTICS AND COMPUTER 
SCENCEv UNIV. OF OELANAREt REMARK OLt 197S 
CONFUTATION BY MEANS OF THE NUMERICAL INVERSION 
OF MELLIN TRANSFORMS 
156" J. GANI AND D. JERHOOD 
MARXDV CHAIN PETHOOS IN CHAIN BINOMIAL EPIDEMIC 
MODELS (FRENCH SUMMARY I 
BIOMETRICS, 27, 591-603, 1971 
SOME COMPUTATII~IAL ASPECTS OF THE EP~)ENIC MODEL 
DESCRIBED IN THE TITLE ARE DISCUSSED 
157o D, P, GAVER AND Ge S. SHEDLER 
APPROXIMATE MODELS FOR PROCESSOR UTILIZATION IN 
NULTIPROGRARMED COMPUTER SYSTEMS 
SIAM JOURN. ON COMPUTING, 2, 183-192t 1g73 
158~ D. P. DRYER AND G. S. SHEOLER 
PROCESSOR UTILIZATION IN HULTIPROGRAMNING SYSTEMS 
VIA DIFFUSION APPROXIMATIONS 
OPERATIONS RESEARCH, 21, 569-$76, 1973 
1S9e D. P* GAVERt J. P. LEHOCZKYt AND N. PERLAS 
SERVICE SYSTEMS MITH TRANSITORY DEMAND 
TO APPEAR IN MANAGEMENT SCIENCE, 197~ 
DIFFUSION APPROXIMATIONS SU~ABLE FOR COMPUTATION 
FOR QUEUES OF A CLEARANCE TYPE 
1630 J, GAZDAG AND J, CANDSA 
NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF F~HER'S EDUAT|ON 
JOURN. APPLIED PROBABILITY, 11, A65-.~S7, 1976 
TH IS EQUATION DESCRIBES THE RATE OF ADVANCE OF A 
NEN ADVANTAGEOUS GENE. THE ACCURATE SPACE 
DERIVATIVE METHOD IS IHPLEMENTED 
161o D. GEBHARDT 
EIN VERFAHREN FUR DIE BERECHNUNQ DER 
ZUVERLAS,SlGKEIT YON VIELKONPONENTSYSTENEM NIT 
UNABHANGIGEN ELEMENTEN 
ANGENANOTE INFONqATIK, 11~ 505 FF, 19T2 
RELIABILITY CO~PUTATIONS [N SYSTEMS HITH MANY 
INDEPENDENT COMPONENTS 
162, #. M. GENTLEMAN AND G. SANDE 
FAST FOURIER TRANSFORMS FOR FUN AND PROFIT 
FALL JOINT COMPUTER CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS, 29. 
563-578, 1966 
AN EXP~ITQRY PAPER ON VARIOUS ASPECTS AND 
EXAMPLES OF THE FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM 
JournM of Compucational nd Applied ~thenu~dcs, volume 3, no 1, 1977. 
Ib30 E. GELENBE, J. LENFANT AND D. POTIER 
ANALYSE DIUN ALGORITHME DE GESTION SIHULTANEE - 
MEMOIRE £ENTRALE - DISQUE DE PAG~ATmH ([N 
FRENCH, NITH ENGLISH SUI~IARYI 
ACTA INFORMATICA, 3, 321-34St 1974 
DETAILED ANALYSIS OF STORAGE POLICIES FOR A 
CENTRAL MEMORY AND PAGED D ~K STORAGE SYSTEM. 
NUMERICAL RESULTS GIVEN 
1b~o S. B. GHANEM 
OPTIMAL ALLOCATION OF PRIOR ~ IES THROUGH A PR ~ ING 
SCHEME 
1,6,M, RESEARCH REPT. RC 5292, T. J. NATSON 
RESEARCH CENTER, YORKTOWN HEIGHTS NY, 197S 
INCLUDES AN ITERAT WE ALGOR ~l~q TO COHPUTE THE 
OPTIMAL POLICY 
165" V. M, GHARE AND R. E. TAYLOR 
OPTIHAL REDUNDANCY FOR RELIABILITY ~ SERIES 
SYSTENS 
OPERATIONS RESEARCH 17t 838.-847~ 1969 
SEE O.No MCLEAVEYt OPERATIONS RESEMCHv 21, 
1315-1318t 197~t FOR A CR ~ ICAL EVALUATION 
166o D, C, GILLES AND P* A. M. LEWlS 
THE SPECTRUM OF INTERVALS OF A GEOMETRIC BRANCHING 
PROCESS 
JOURN. APPL lED PROeABILi'rYt At 2OZ-20St 1967 
A SUMMATION FORMULA FOR CONFUTING THE SPECTRUM OF 
INTERVALS IN A CERTAIN BRANCHING PROCESS 
167o D. C. GILL ILAND AND E. Re HANSEN 
A NOTE 3N SOME SERIES REPRESENTATIONS OF THE 
INTEGRAL OF A BIVARIATE NORMAL DISTRIBUTION OVER 
AM OFFSET CIRCLE 
NAVAL RESARCH LOGISTICS QUARTERLY, Z l ,ZOT-Z l l t  1976 
COMPUTATIONS BY MEANS OF RAPIDLY CONVERGING 
SERIES DISCUSSED 
168e L. P. C. GDHEEN 
OPT[HAL OPERATING POLICY FOR THE MACHINE REPAIR 
PROBLEM 
TECN. AEP. NO, 163, DEFT. OF STATISTICS, STANFORD 
UNIVt STANFORD CAt 1976 
DISCUSSION OF THE ASSIQNNENT OF FAILED MACHINES 
TO REPA|R FACILITIES. SOLUTION INVOLVES LINEAR 
PROGRAMMING 
169" G. H. GOLUB AND E. SENETA 
COMPUTATION OF THE STATIONARY DISTRIBUTION OF AN 
INFINITE MARKDV CHAIN 
TECH. REP* SUSZ6P30/STAN-'CS-7~-33S, CORP. SC, DEFT, 
STANFORD UNIV, STANFORD CA, 1973 
173" G. H, GOLUB AND E* SENETA 
COMPUTATION OF THE STATIONARY D~TRmUTmN DF AN 
INFINITE MARKOV CHAIN 
BULL. AUSTRALIAN MATH. SOCj 8t 333-361, 1973 
171e G. H. GDLUB AND E* SENETA 
COMPUTATION OF THE STATIONARY'DISTRIBUTION OF AN 
INFINITE STOCHASTIC MATRIX OF SPECIAL FORM 
BULL. AUSTRALIAN MATH. SOC, lOt 255-Zblt 1976 
COMPUTATION OF THE STATIONARY DISTRIBtrrloN ~ THE 
MATRIX IS OF UPPER HESSENBERG FORM OR A 
GENERALIZED RENEMAL MATRIX 
17Z* L, A, GOODMAN 
THE ANALYSIS OF POPULATION GRONTH HHEN THE BIRTH 
AND DEATH RATES DEPEND UPON SEVERAL FACTORS 
(FRENCH SUMMARY) 
BIOMETRICS, 25t 659-681, 1969 
SEVERAL DIFFERENCE EQUATION MODELS NITH DETAILED 
COMMENTS ON COMPUTATION 
173, A. D. GORDON 
A SEQUENCE-COMPARISON STATISTIC AND ALGORITHM 
BIOMETRIKA, 60, 197-200t 1973 
174" J. GRANDELL AND S* NIDAEus 
THE ESSCHER APPROXIMATION METHOD 
SKANDINAVISK AKTUARIETIDSKRIFTI SUPPLIt~tSB-SOtlOb9 
DISCUSSION OF ESSCHEReS APPROXIMATION METHO0 FOR 
INVERSION OF CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTIONS. 
SEE ALSO UNDER FoESSCHER AND HeBONNAN 
175o J. GRANDELL AND C. O. SEGERDAHL 
A COMPARISON OF SOME APPROXIMATIONS OF RUIN 
PROBABILIT]ES 
SKANDINAVISK AKTUARIETIDSKRIFTt 56, 163-258, 1971 
1768 W. K. GRASSMANN 
THE STEADY STATE BEHAVIOR OF THE M/E(KI/1 QUEUE 
~ITH STATE DEPENDENT ARRIVAL RATES 
IHFORe l ip  163-173, 1976 
COMPUTATION OF THE STEADY STATE PROBABILITIES AND 
THE MALTING TIME DISTRIBUTION FOR THE QUEUE 
DESCRIBED IN THE TITLE 
177" M* K. GRASSMANN 
TRANSIENT SOLUTIONS ~ S ~PLE gUEUES 
T[£He REP, NO* 7¢-R-2, C.S. DEPT. UNIV. OF 
SASKATCHEUAN SASKATOON,CANADAv IB PP. 1976 
ALGORITHMS FOR SIMPLE NARKOVIAN QUEUES 
1 1  I 
60 
1T8S ~* K, GRASSMAN~ A~D T. K* NGAI 
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION FOR STRANSZENT SOLUTIONS IN 
CONTINUOUS NARKOV CHAINS~ 
TECH. RIPe C,S, DEPT. UNIV. OF SASKATCHEWAN, 
SASKATOON, CANADA, 20 PPt 1974 
A PROGRAMMED ALGORITHM FOR THE TRANSIENT SOLUTION 
OF CDNT|NUOUS PARAMETER NARKOV CHAINS NITH A 
SPARSE (NFIN~ESIMAL GENERATOR 
179m N. K. GRASSMANN 
COMPARISON OF THE THREE FORMULAE RELATING TO THE 
M/EK/I QUEUE 
TECH. RIPe C.Se DEPT. UNIV. OF SASKATCHENAN, 
SASKATOONe CANADA. 9 PP. 1976 
COMPARES THE EXPLICIT FORMULA OF Te SAATY TO THE 
COMPLEX VARIABLE METHOD PROPOSED BY No U. PRAOHU 
AND TO THE RECURSIVE COMPUTATION 
183~ d. K. GRASSMAN~ 
COMPUTER PROGRAM TO F ~D TRANSIENT SOLUTIONS FOR 
PARALLEL QUEUES SEQUENTIAL QUEUES AND QUEUEING 
NETNORKS 
MANUSCRIPT. OEPToOF COMPUTATIONAL SCIENC.E~ UNIVeOF 
SASKATCHEHAN* SASKATOON,SASKATCHEMANtCANADAt 1975 
SURVEY PAPER MITH EXAMPLES 
181e We Te GRASSMANN AND Re T. CHURCHMAN 
USERS GUIDE FOR *TRANSIENT SOLUTIONS FOR QUEUE ~G 
NETNORKS8 
TECH. REPT. COMPUTATIONAL SCIENCE DEPT. UNIV. OF 
SASKATCHENAN SASKATODN, SASKATCHEWAN, CANADA, 1975 
182S K. GRAU AND Je K, BYERS 
AN ANALYSIS OF A NETNORK OF FINITE-QUEUE. 
MULTIPLE-SERVER FACILITIES 
TECHe REPT. DEPT. OF Ce S* UNIV, OF MISSOURI, ROLLA 
MOt 1975 
A UNIFIED NOTATION SIMILAR TO THOSE DEVELOPED BY 
V. MALLACE ANO ALSO BY Ne GAASSMANN TO NANDLE 
THE COMPUTATION OF THE STEADY-STATE 
PROBABILITIES OF NARKOVIAN SYSTEMS OF QUEUES 
183~ le GREENBERG 
DISTRIBUTION-FREE ANALYSIS OF THE M/G/I AND G/M/I 
QUEUES 
OPERATIONS RESEARCH, 21, 629-635, 1973 
THE EMPIRICAL DISTRIBUTIONS OF THE SERVICE TIMES 
IN THE FIRST CASE AND THE INTERARRIVAL TINES IN 
THE SECOND CASE ARE USED TO COMPUTE THE 
STATIONARY DISTR|BUTIONS 
186~ Je OREGON 
AN ALGORTrHM FOR THE DECOMPOSITION OF A 
DISTRIBUTION INTO GAUSSIAN COMPONENTS (FRENCH 
SUMMARY) 
BIOMETRICS. 25, Tg-93t 1969 
A METHOD FOR FITTING MIXTURES OF NORMAL 
DISTRIBUTIONS BASED ON FOURIER ANALYSIS 
185~ U, GRENANDER AqD Re F* TSAO 
COMPUTATIONAL PROBAB • ITY 
TECHe REP* 320-2019, CAMBRIDGE SC. ~ENTERt **B. He 
DATA PROCe DiVe 1968t 18 PP 
TJTDRIAL MATERIAL 
lOSe U, GRENANDER 
COMPUTATIONAL PROBABILITY Z - RANDOMNESS 
TECN, REP. 320-2039, CAMBRIDGE SC. CENTER, leBeN, 
DATA PROC. OIV~ 1968t 65 PP 
TUTORIAL MATERIAL 
1ST* U. GRENANDER 
COMPUTATIONAL PROBABILITY 3 - SINULAT~ON 
TECHe PEP. 3SO-~t  CAMBRIDGE SCe CENTER, |eBeMe 
DATA PRO~e DIVe 1968, 4T PP 
TUTORIAL MATERIAL 
188~ U, GRENANDER AND R° A. VITALE 
COMPUTATIONAL PROBABILITY 6 - REGRESSION IN TIME 
SERIES 
TECH. RE P. 320-2040. GAMBRIDGE SC. CENTER, leBeN* 
DATA PROD. OZV, 2969, 61 PP 
TUTORIAL NATERIAL 
189e U. GRENANDER 
COMPUTATIONAL PROBABILITY AND STATISTICS 
SIAM REVIEN, 15, 136-192. |973 
A LONG REVIEM PAPER NITN SEVERAL DETAILED 
EXAMPLES 
193e Ue GRENANDER 
COMPUTATIONAL PROBABILITY AND STATISTICS 
PROC. SYMPOSIA IN APPLIED MATHt AMER, MATH. SOC, 
20t 31-46, 1974 
A SURVEY NITH EXAMPLES FROM TIME SERIES AND 
RANDOM TRANSFORMATIONS 
191e T. N. E, GREVILLE AND N, KEYFITZ 
BACKMARD POPULATION PROJECTION BY A GENERALIZED 
INVERSE 
THEORETICAL POPULATION BIOLOGY, 6, 135-142, 1974 
CONSTRUCT ION OF GENERALIZED INVERSES OF THE 
LESLIE MATRIX SUITABLE FOR BACKNARD PROJECTION 
192x I .  I .  GRINGgRTE~ 
ESTIMATING FINITE-TIME MAXIMA AND MINIMA OF A 
STATIONARY ORNSTEIN"UHLENBECK PROCESS 6Y 
MONTE-CARLO SIMULATION 
JOURN. AMER. STAT. ASSOCt 63, 1517-1S21t 196B 
193~ H, Ae GUESS 
THE EFFECT OF FRAME LOAD AND BALANCE ON DIAL-TONE 
DELAY IN NO. 5 CROSSBAR 
BELL SYSTEM TECHNICAL JOURN, 54, 175S-IT93, 1975 
DISCUSSES COMPUTATIONAL ASPECTS OF A QUEUEING 
MODEL ARISING IN A TELEPHONE ENGINEERING 
PROBLEMe 
SEE ALSO UNDER S. HALF 
Lq4s L. S, GURZN 
OPTIMIZATION IN STOCHASTIC MODELS 
INTERN. JOURN. CDMPUTER MATH, 1, 221-226, 1964 
TRANSLATION OF A RUSSIAN PAPER IN JOURNe OF 
COMPUTING MATH. 6t 36T-BTO, 1964. A STOCHASTIC 
GRADIENT METHOD 
195" S. HALFIN 
AN APPROXIMATE METHOD FOR CALCULATING DELAYS FOR A 
FAMILY OF CYCLIC-TYPE QUEUES 
BELL SYSTEM TECHN~AL JOURN. 54. 1TBB-1754t SgTS 
SEE ALSO THE PAPER BY N. Ae GUESS 
196e G, A, HALL AND T. A. PORSCHING 
COMPUTIqG THE HAXIMAL E|GENVALUE AND E IGENVECTOR OF 
A NONNEGATIVE MATRIX 
SIAM JOURN. ON NUMERICAL ANALYSIS, S* 269"274t 1968 
1970 C, A. HALL AND T. A. PORSCHING 
COMPUTING THE MAXIMAL E]OENVALUE AND EIGENVECTOR OF 
A NONNEGATZVE MATRIX 
SIAM JOURN, OF NUMERICAL ANALYSIS, St ATO-4T4, 1968 
19B~ J, M, HAMMERSLEV AND O. C, HANDSCDHB 
MONTE CARLO METHODS (BOOK) 
NETHUEN SERIES, LONDON, 1964. |TO PP 
AN INTRODUCTORY TEXT NITH A RICH VARIETY OF 
EXAMPLES FROM MANY AREAS OF APPLICATION 
199e J. M, HAMMERSLEY 
SOME SPECULATIONS ON A SENSE OF NICELY CALCULATEO 
CHANCES 
SIAM REVIEH. 16~ 237-255, 1976 
A REVIEN PAPER CONTAINING A DISCUSSION DF THE 
BEHAVIOR OF THE SOLUTIONS OF A NONLINEAR 
DIFFERENCE EQUATION 
233e E. HANSLER 
A FAST RECURSIVE ALGORITHM TO CALCULATE THE 
REL lAB |L ITY OF A COMMUN ICAT ION NETNORK 
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON COMMUNICATIONS, COM-2O. 
637-66Dt 1972 
2~1~ E, HANSLER, G. K. MCAULIFFE. AND R, Se N ILKDV 
OPTIMIZING THE RELIABILITY IN CENTRALIZED COMPUTER 
NETNORKS 
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON COMMUNICATIONS, COM-ZOt 
663-6~6t 1972 
20Z~ E* HANSLER 
USING APL FOR NETNORK RELIABILITY CALCULATIONS 
PROCeAPL CONGRESS 1973.223-229. COPENHAGEN, DENMARK 
203e E. HANSLERt Ge K. MCAULIFFE AND Re Se HILROV 
EXACT CALCULATION OF COMPUTER NETNORK RELIABILITY 
NETMORKS. 4, 9S-1~2, 1974 
GRAPH THEORETIC METHODS 
20~e E, HAqSLER 
A NOTE ON • A FAST RECURSIVE ALGORITHM TO CALCULATE 
THE RELIABILITY OF A COMNUN|CATION NETtlORK • 
MANUSCRIPT. TO APPEAR IN IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON 
COMMUNICATIONS 
2~S~ R. J, HANSO~ 
STABLY UPDATING MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF DATA 
COMMUNICATIONS OF THE AeCeM* 18. ST-~B, 1975 
2DSe H, De HARTLEY 
THE RANGE IN RANDOM SAMPLES 
BIONETRIKA, 32, 336-368, 1942 
237m H, 0* HARTLEY A~D S. He KHAN IS 
A NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM OF MOMENTS 
BIOMETRIKA* 36, 340-351, 1967 
DETERMINING A DISTRIBUTION FROM ITS MOMENTS 
2~8 s H. 0* HARTLEY AND D* L* HARRIS 
MONTE CARLO COMPUTATIONS IN NORMAL CORRELATION 
PRBBLEflS 
JOURN, 3F THE A.C.M. I0, 302-306, 1963 
HIGHLY EFFICIENT SIMULATION OF THE SAMPLE 
VARIANCES AND THE SAMPLE COVARIANCE FOR 
8IVARIATE NORMAL POPULATIONS 
Journal of Computational and Applied Mathematics, volume 3, no 1, 1977. 61 
209m H. 00 HARTLEY AND R. PFAFFENBERGER 
STATISTICAL CONTROL OF OPTIMIZATION 
APPEARED IN OPTIMIZATION METI~BDS IN STAT|STICS~ 
ACADEMIC PRESSw NEW YORK, 2GI -3~ 1971 
A STATISTICAL SEARCH FOR GLOBAL MAXIMA OF 
FUNCTIONS WITHOUT CONVEXITY REQUIREMENTS 
213s H. 0. HARTLEY AND J. E° GENTLE 
DATA MONITORING CRITERIA FOR LINEAR MODELS IN 
STATISTICAL DESIGN AND LINEAR MODELS 
EDo BY JeN.SRZVASTAVA. ELSEVIER. AMSTERDAM. l IT6  
DETAILED D]SCUSSIOH INCLUDED OF THE COMPUTATION 
OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF AN INTERNALLY STUDENTIZED 
STATISTIC FROM NORMAL VARIATES, INVERSION OF A 
HELLIN TRANSFORM BY USE OF JACOB] POLYNOMIALS 
211" R~ O° HASKELL 
SEMI-MARKOV GENERATED POINT PROCESSES AN{) THE 
SLIPERPOS|TION OF FINITE NUMBERS OF INDEPENDENT AND 
HYPEREXPOIqENTIAL RENEWAL PROCESSES 
PH.O. THES IS, NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOLm MONTEREY 
CA, 31B PP~ JUNE 1974 
EXTENSIVE INFORMATION ON THE COMPUTATION OF 
VARIOUS SPECTRA AND RELATED ITEMS. FORTRAN 
PROGRAMS LISTED 
212* q. A, J. HASTINGS 
SOME NOTES ON DYNAMIC PROGRANM ~G AND REPLACEMENT 
OPER, RES, QUARTt lg l  455-464~ 1968 
213" N. A, J. HASTINGS 
THE REPA/R LIMIT REPLACEMENT METHOD 
OPER. RES° QUARTI 2Or 33T-349~ 196g 
21¢s N. A. J .  HASTINGS 
OPTIMISATION OF DISCOUNTED MARKOV DEC~ION PROBLEMS 
OPER. RES. QUARTm 2Or 499-500t 1969 
215* N. A, J° HASTINGS 
EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT AND THE REPAIR LIMIT METHOD 
11/ OPERATIONAL RESEARCH IN MAINTENANCE 
A.K.SeJARDINE (EOel 
MANCHESTER UNIV. PRESS AND BARNES AND NOBLE, NEW 
YORK. 1970 
21&* N* A. J° HASTINGS 
BOUNDS ON THE GAIN OF A MARKOV DECISION PROCESS 
OPERATIONS RESEARCH, 19~ 260-244t 1971 
217* N. A, J, HASTINGS 
DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING MITH MANAGEMENT APPLICATIONS 
(BOOKI 
BUTTERIiORTHS~LONDON AND CRANE-RUSSAK~NEN YORK.' 1973 
218, N. A.' J. HASTINGS 
SUe-OPTIMALITY TESTS IN DISCOUNTED NARKOV 
PROGRAMMING 
MANAGEMEHT SCIENCE~ lg~ 1019-1022~ 1973 
219~ M. A° J. HASTINGS 
DYNACODE DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING SYSTEM HANOBOOK 
UNIVe OF BRADFORD, MANAGEHENT CENTRE~ 1974 
(AUTHOR) THIS SYSTEM |NCLUDES CONPREHENS|VE 
ROUTINES FOR MARKOV DECISION PROBLEMS AND IS 
COMMERCIALLY AVA ]LADLE ~ EUROPE AND THE UeSeA. 
2ZD* N. A. J. HASTINGS 
A TEST FOR NONOPTIHAL ACTIONS IN UNOZSCOU~ITED 
HARKOV PROGRAHMING 
MANUSCRIPT. TO APPEAR IN MANAGEMENT SCIENCE. Ig75 
221~ M. K. HASTINGS 
MONTE CARLO SAMPLING METHODS USING MARKOV CHAINS 
AND THE ~ APPL ~ATZONS 
81OMETRIKA, 57~ q7-1ogt 1970 
222. J, C, HEFFER 
STEADY-STATE SOLUTION OF THE M/EKIC(INFINITEtFIFO) 
QUEUEIHG SYSTEM 
JQURN. CANAD, OPER. RES. SOG~ T~ 16-30~ 1969 
SOLUTION OF THE STEADY STATE EQUATIONS BY MEANS 
OF A PARTICULARLY APPROPRIATE STATE SPACE 
223* H, HEFFES 
ANALYSIS OF THE FIRST-COME~ FIRST-SERVED QUEUEING 
SYSTEMS W~H PEAKED INPUTS 
BELL SYSTEM TECHNICAL JOURNt 52~ 1215-1EEBt IgT3 
22~* H. HEFFES AND J. He HOLTZMAN 
PEAKEDNESS OF TRAFFIC CARR ~D BY A F ~ ITE TRUNK 
GROUP NITH RENEWAL INPUT 
BELL SYSTEM TECHHICAL JOURNt 52t 161T-1642~ 1973 
225' D. HEIMANN AND N. F. NEUTS 
THE SIDLE SERVER QUEUE IN DISCRETE TIHE 
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS IV 
NAVAL RESEARCH LOGISTICS QUARTERLY, 20~TS3-T66,IgT3 
COMPUTATION OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE BUSY 
PERIOD FOR THE SINGLE SERVER QUEUE IN DISCRETE 
TIME 
22~ D. HEIHANN 
COMPUTATIONAL ASPECTS OF THE BUSY PERIOD 3F THE 
SINGLE SERVER QUEUE IN DISCRETE TIME 
PH.D. THES|S~ DEFT. OF COMP. SC. PURDUE LJHIVv M. 
LAFAYETTE lNv UeS.At OCTOBER l iT6  
VARIOUS COMPUTATIONAL METHODS FOR THE 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE BUSY PERIOD IN MIG/1 TYPE 
QUEUES IN DISCRETE TIME 
227s J. HEINHOLD 
DIE ANHENDUNG DES ANALOGRECHNERS IN DER 
UNTERNEHHENSFORSCHUNG (IN GERMAN. WITH ENGLISH 
SUMMARY) 
COHPUT ]NGt 1, l i T -E l3 ,  1966 
USE OF THE ANALOG COMPUTER IN ERLANGmS METHOD OF 
PHASES, IN LINEARB NONLINEAR AND DYNAMIC 
PROGRAHH ~G 
22Sm C. HERIN 
AN ALGORITHM FOR MAXIMIZING RELIABILITY THRO~H 
SYSTEM REDUNDANCY 
MANAGEMENT SCIENCE RESEARCH REFTe NO 216t GRAD. 
SCHOOL INDUST. ADNINI CARNEGIE-MELLON UNIVo 
PITTSBURGH PAl 1970 30 PP 
229* C, HEqIN 
DOUBLE FAILURE AND RELATED PROBLEMS IN STANDBY 
REDUNDANCY 
%EEE TRANSACTmNS ON RELMB~]TYm R2It 35-60e 1972 
A BRANCH AND BOUHO ALGORITHM FOR PARALLEL STANDBY 
REDUNDANCY HHEREIN CONPONENTS ARE SUBJECT TO 
BOTH OPEN AND SHORT C|RCIJZT FAILURES 
23)* C, HERIN 
COMPUTATIONAL TECHNIQUES FOR OPTIMIZING SYSTEMS 
WITH STANDBY REDUNDANCY 
NAVAL RESEARCH LOGISTICS QU&RTERLYtI9t293-3OBt 1972 
DISCUSSION OF A BRANCH-AND-BOUNO ALGORITHM TO 
MAXIMIZE A LINEAR COST FUNCTION OF THE 
REL|AB|L]TY OF A SERIES SYSTEM MITH STANDBY 
231" C. HENIN 
OPTIMAL ALLOCATION OF UNRELIABLE CONPONENTS FOR 
MAXIMIZING EXPECTED PROFIT OVER TIME 
NAVAL RESEARCH LOGISTICS QUARTERLYtZOt39~F-40Bt 1973 
232" K. M. J. HEUTS 
AN EFFICIENT ALGORITHM TO CALCULATE THE LEAST 
SQUARES ESTIMATES OF THE PARAMETERS D¢ THE 
LOGISTIC GROWTH FUNCTION AND THE APPLICATION OF 
DEALERS MEASURES OF NONLINEARITY FOR THIS HODEL 
(GERMAN, EIql;LZSHt FRENCH AND RUSS LAN SUMMARIES| 
STATISTISCHE HEFTEt 15~ ZBA-ESS~ 1974 
233t G. W. HILL AND A. W. DAVIS 
NORMAL DEV]ATE, ALGORITHM 442 
COMMUNICATIONS OF THE AeCaHt lbt  51-SZI IqT3 
AN ALGORITHM FOR THE EVALUATION OF THE INVERSE 
FUNCTION OF THE NORMAL DISTRIBUTION 
236S W. G. HILL 
ON THE THEORY OF ARTIFICIAL SELECTION IN FINITE 
POPULATIONS 
GENETICS RESEARCHm CAMBRIDGE, 13~ 16~l--[bBt 1969 
EXTENSIVE COMPUTATIONAL COMMENTS 
2358 F. S. HILLIER AND R° Wo.BOLING 
FINITE QUEUES IN SERIES NITH EXPONENTIAL OR ERLAHG 
SERVICE TIMES - A NUMERICAL APPROACH 
OPERATIONS RESEARCH, IS, 28b-303t 1971 
EXTENSIVE DISCUSSION OF THE STATIONARY NEAN 
OUTPUT RATE AND THE MEAN NUMBERS OF CUSTOMERS 
EACH UNIT OF THE SYSTEM. ALL INTERMEDIATE 
WAITING SPACES ARE ASSUMED TO BE FINITE 
236* F. S. HILLIER AND F. De LO 
TABLES FOR MULTIPLE-SERVER QUEUEING SYSTEHS 
INVOLVING ERLANG DISTRIBUTIONS 
TECH. REP. NO. 31~ DEPT. OF O.R! STANFORD UNIV. 
STAHFDRD CA, lgTlm 176 PP. 
EXTENSIVE COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS ON THE EM/EN/C 
MODEL. ALGORITHMS AND TABLES 
237* K. G. HILSON 
NUMERICAL COMPUTATION OF THE CHARACTERISTICS OF TWO 
DISCRETE TIME QUEUEING SYSTEMS 
ORS STAFF NOTE NO, 22/T2t DIRECTORATE OF MATH AND 
STAT~ OEPT, OF DEFENSE, OTTAWA ON CANADA, 1972 
RECURS]VE SOLUTION OF THE TRANSIENT BEHAVIOR OF 
DISCRETE VERSIONS OF THE GI /G/ I  QUEUE AND OF THE 
N/G/1 QUEUE 
238* K. 3. HILSDN 
A DIORITE TIME QUEUE WITH CORRELATED ARRIVALS AND 
A GENERAL SERVICE TIME DISTRIBUTION 
DMS STAFF NOTE NO. 12/TBt DIRECTORATE OF MATH AND 
STAT~ DEFT. OF DEFENSE, OTTAWA ON CANADA. 1973 
RECURSIVE SOLUTION OF THE TRANSIENT BEHAV|OR OF A 
QUEUEING MODEL IN WHICH THERE IS SOME DEPENDENCE 
BETNEEN ARRIVALS. NUMERICAL ~VERS ION OF 
PRUBAB]LITY GENERATING FUNCTIONS IS ALSO USED 
Journal of Computational and Applied Mathematics, volume 3, no 1, 1977. 62 
239" K. HIRASAHA 
NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS OF BULK QUEUES VIA IMBEDDED 
MARKOV CHAIN 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING IN JAPAN, 91t 127-136t 1971 
2~Do D. R. HOLT AND E. L. CROM 
TABLES AND GRAPHS OF THE STABLE PROBABILITY DENSITY 
FuNCTiONS 
JOURN. OF RESEARCH NATLe BUR.STANOt 77B,143-198,  1973 
EXTENSIVE DISCUSSION OF THE COMPUTATION OF THE 
STABLE DENSITIES° REVIEM OF PROPERTIES° DETAILED 
BIBLIOGRAPHY 
2418 J. H. HOLTZNAN 
ANALYSIS OF DEPENDENCE EFFECTS IN TELEPHONE 
TRUNKiNG NETNORKS 
BELL SYSTEM TECHNICAL JOURN, 50~ 2647-2662, 197l 
PROPOSES USEFUL APPROXIMATIONS TO HANDLE 
DEPENDENCE IN THE COMPUTATIONAL ANALYSIS OF 
LARGE TELEPHONE TRUNKING NETMORKS 
26Zs J° HOPFNER 
BEHANOLUNG VON PROBLENEN DER ERNEUERUNGSTHEDR|E 
MITTELS STOGHASTISCHER SIMULATION OER HOOELLE 
INAUGURAL-OISSERTATIOM UNIV. HALLEt HALLE A.D. 
SAALE, 1971 
SIMULATION STUDIES OF RENENAL PROBLEMS 
243s A. HORD1JK, 0. L. IGLEHART AND R. SCHASSBERGER 
DISCRETE TIME METHODS FOR SIMULATING CONTINUOUS 
TIME MARKOV CHAINS 
TECH° REPT° NO 35, OEPT° OF OPERATIONS RESEARCH, 
STANFORD UNIV° STANFORD CA~ 1975 
24~ D* A. HSU 
QUEUING TIME FORECASTING 
NANUSCRIPT~ DEPT. OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING, 
PRINCETON UNIV. PRINCETON NJt 1975, 3S PP 
INVESTIGATES A METHOD BASEO ON S ~ULATION AND 
TIME SERIES TO FORECAST THE QUEUEING TIME OF THE 
N-TH C~STOMEk AHEAD, GIVEN THE LAST OBSERVEO 
OUEUEING TIME FOR THE M/M/1 QUEUE 
2~5s J .  HUg 
ON THE ~UN~RICAL DETERMINATION OF THE STATE 
DISTRIBU11~N IN THE SYSTEM M/M/1 (iN POLISH NITH 
RUSSIAN AND ENGLISH SUNMARIES) 
ZASTOSONANIA MATEMATYKIt 11t 623-43Te 1970 
DISCUSSES THE TIME DEPENDENT BEHAVIOR OF THE 
M/M/I  QUEUE BY USING THE EXPLICIT SOLUTION AND 
ALSO BY NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF THE 
81RTH-AND-DEATH EQUATIONS 
24be D, HUqTER 
BOUNDS FOR THE PR~BAB|LITY OF A UNION 
TECH. REPT* NO. 73~ SER 2,  DEPT° OF STATISTICSo 
PRINCETON UNIV° PRINCETON NJ. 1974. TO APPEAR IN 
JOURN° OF APPLIED PROBABILITY 
A GRAPH THEORETIC ALGORITHM IS USED TO COMPUTE 
THE UPPER BOUND 
2~/m D, HU~TER 
SIMULTANEOUS T-TESTS IN NORMAL MODELS 
TECH° REPT. NO. BTt SERZo DEPT. OF STATISTICS. 
PRINCETON UNIV. PRINCETON NJ, 1976 
2¢$ j D, HUqTER 
BOUNOS FOR THE PROBABILITY OF A UNION OF RANDOM 
EVENTS AND APPLICATIONS 
PH. 0° THESIS9 DEPT. OF STATISTICS, PRINCETON UNZV~ 
PRINCETON NJ, 1975 
Z69m Do HUNTER 
APPROXIMATING PERCENTAGE POINTS OF STATISTICS 
EXPRESSIBLE AS MAXIMA 
TECH. REPTe NO. 88t SER 2t DEPT= OF STATISTICS, 
PRINCETON UNIV. PRINCETON NJt 1975 
COMPUTATION OF BOUNDS ON THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE 
MAXIMUM OF DEPENDENT RANDOM VAR ~BLES 
2508 Do HUNTER 
AN UPPER BOUND FOR THE PROBABILITY OF A UNION 
TECH. REPT. RJ 1666, I .B .N .  RESEARCH, YORKTONN 
H~IGHTS MY, 1975, 11PP ,  TO APPEAR IN JOURN° OF 
APPLIaO PROBABILITY, 1976, 
REVISED VERSION OF PRINCETON TECH.REPTeNO73t1974 
2~18 K. ~UTCHESON ANO L.  R. SHENTON 
SOME MOMENTS OF AN ESTIMATE OF SHANNON~S MEASURE OF 
INFORMATION 
COHHUNICATIONS IN STATISTICS, 3~ 89-94,  1974 
COMPUTER ALGORITHM. 
SEE ALSO UNDER M.N.SUGG AND K°HUTCHESON 
252~ F. K. HNANG AND S° L IN 
ON 3ENERATING A RANDOH SEQUENCE 
JOURN. APPLIED PROBABILITY, Bt 366-372~ 1971 
K KINDS OF BALLS. A SEQUENCE OF A CERTAIN LENGTH 
IS ACCEPTABLE IF NO TMO BALLS OF THE SAME KIND 
ARE ADJACENT. THE OBJECTIVE IS TO GENERATE AN 
ACCEPTABLE SEQUENCE AT RANDOM. 
SEE ALSO UNDER VeR.R° UPPULURI 
253S K. H~ANG 
CYCLIC DECOMPOSITIONS OF FINITE STOCHASTIC SYSTEMS 
JOURNoOF COMPUTER AND SYSTEM SCIENCES, 9 ,56-6B,1976 
TECHNIQUES FOR FINDING CYCLIC SUBCLASSES iN 
FINITE MARKOV CHAINS AND RELATED STRUCTURES 
256* b, L. IGLEHART 
S IUULATING STABLE STOCHAST ~ SYSTEMS 
V - CDMPARISION OF RATIO ESTIMATORS 
TO APPEAR IN NAVAL RESEARCH LOGISTICS OUARTERLY, 
1975 ' 
255s D. L* IGLEHART 
SIMULATING STABLE STOCHASTIC SYSTEHS 
VI - gUANTZLE ESTIMATION 
TECH° REPTe NO 86-15t CONTROL ANALYSIS CORPORATION. 
PALO ALTO CAt 19TAw 3A PPe TO APPEAR IN JOURNe OF 
THE AeCoM. 
SEE ALSO UNDER H. A. CRANE 
25S~ D. L. IGLEHART 
SIMULATING STABLE STOCHASTIC 5YSTEHS 
VI I  - SELECTING BEST SYSTEM 
MANUSCRIPT, DEPT. OF OPERATIONS RESEARCH, STANFORD 
UNIV. STANFORD CA, 1975, 25 PP 
PROCEDURES FROM THE THEORY OF SELECTION AND 
RANKING ARE APPL|EO TO THE PROBLEM OF SELECTING 
THE BEST FROM AMONG K SIMULATED SYSTEMS 
2STs E° IGNALL AND P. KOLESAR 
OPTIMAL DISPATCHING OF AN iNFINITE CAPACITY 
SHUTTLE: CONTROL AT A SINGLE TERMINAL 
OPERATIONS RESEARCH, 22,  100~-1026, 1976 
ALGORITHMIC ANALYSIS OF OPERATING RULES FOR AN 
INFIN,TE CAPACITY SHUTTLE BETMEEN TMO STATIONS 
258* K° B, IRANI AND V. L .  NALLACE 
ON NETMORK LiNGUiSTICS AND THE CONVERSATIONAL 
DESIGN OF OUEUEING NETNORKS 
JOURN. OF THE A.CeM, 18, 616-629, 1971 
SEE ALSO UNDER V. L- NALLACE 
259* D. ISAACSON AND V. SPOSITO 
ANALYZING A MARKOV CHAIN ON A COMPUTER 
MANUSCRIPT, COMPUTATION CENTER. IOMA STATE ON|V, 
AMES IA ,  1973 
AN ALGORITHM FOR THE CLASSIFICATION OF STATES, 
COMPARE NITH THE BeL. FOX AND D.H. LANOi 
ALGORITHM 
263~ D. ISAACSON AND V. SPOSITO 
GAUR REFERENCE MANUAL - A COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE 
TD ANALYZE A MARKOV CHAIN 
5TAT LAB, IOWA STATE UNIV, AMES IAt NO 15, 1973 
2ble A. J .  JAKEMAN A~O R. S. ANDERSSEN 
A NOTE ON NUMERICAL METHODS FOR THE THIN SECTION 
MODEL 
EIGHT INTERNAT. CONGRESS ON ELECTRON MICROSCOPY, 
CANBERRA, 1974, VOL 11, 4 -5 ,  1974 
DiSCUSSiON OF A PROBLEM ~ STEREOLOGY. FOR 
SEVERAL RELATED PAPERS 
SEE UNDER R.S.ANDERSSEN 
262s R.VeJANC,N.T.THONOPDULOSoB.MARKStPeNeTNOI~POUI.OS 
A QUEUEING MODEL FOR RADIO NETS 
PART I - METHODOLOGY 
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON COMMUNICATIONS, COM-219 6-13,  
1973 
A GUEUEING SYSTEM ARISING IN RADIO NETNORK 
ENGINEERING EXTENSIVE DISCUSSION OF THE 
COMPUTATIONAL METHODS USED, WITH INTERPRETATION 
OF THE RESULTS. 
SEE PART Zl UNDER NeT.THOMOPOULOS 
SEE PART I i I  UNOER B. hMARKS 
263e U, Lo JAQUETTE 
APPROXINATZONS TO THE RENEMAL FUNCTION 
OPERATIONS RESEARCH, 20, 722-727, 1972 
26~ A, JENSEN AND D. G. KENDALL 
DENUMERABLE MARKOV PROCESSES NITH BOUNDED 
GENERATORS - A ROUTINE FOR CALCULATING 
P I IwJv lNF INITY)  
JOURN. APPL lED PR3BAB ~ ITY, B, 423-427, 1971 
A METHOD BASED ON TAKING SUCCESSIVE SQUARES OF AN 
ASSOCIATED STOCHASTIC MATRIX 
265e L. JE~SEN A~D E* POLLAK 
RANDOM SELECTIVE ADVANTAGES OF A GENE IN A FiNiTE 
POPULATION 
JDURN, APPLIED PRO6ABILITY, 6, 19-37, 1969 
EXTENSIVE DISCUSSION OF THE NUNER ~AL SOLUTION OF 
A PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION ARISING IN 
GENETICS 
Journal of Computational and Applied Mathematics, volume 3, no I, 1977. 63 
26Se L. JE~SEN 
SOLVING A SINGULAR DIFFUSION EQUATION OCCURRING IH 
POPULATION GENETICS 
JOURN. APPLIED PROBABILITY 11t X- lEt 1976 
CONSIDERS THE EG~JAT mN (PoDoEe) FOR THE CHANGE IN 
GENE FREQUENCY IN THE PRESENCE OF SELECTION AND 
RANDOM DRIFT, TNO PARTICULAR CASES ARE SOLVED 
NUMERICALLY BY USING GEGENBAUER POLYNOMIAL 
EXPANSIONS° COMPAR ~ONS NITH RESULTS OF MARKOV 
CHAIN COMPUTATIONS ARE GIVEN 
267" P, A° JENSEN AND M, BELLNDRE 
AN ALGORITHM TO DETERM~E THE REL IAB~Y OF A 
COMPLEX SYSTEM 
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON RELIABILITYt RIBpZ69-174, 1969 
EbBS N. L. JOHNSON AND S, KOTZ 
DISTRIBUTIONS IN STATISTICS (BOOR) 
IVQL. I) DISCRETE DISTRIBUTIONS 
(VOL. I l l  CONTINUOUS UNIVARIATE DISTRIBUTIONS 1 
IVOL. l l l )  CONTINUOUS UNIVARIATE OISTR~UTIONS I I  
IV,L.  IVI CONTINUOUS MULTIVARIATE DISTRIBUTIONS 
J. NILEY AND COt NBN YORKt 1969 1972 
A FOUR-VOLUME REFERENCE MOAK ON SPECIAL 
PROBABILITY D|STRIBUTIONS~ GIVING MANY USEFUL 
RECURRENCE RELATIONS, ASYMPTOTIC FORMULASt 
TABLESv GRAPHS AND REFERENCES 
2691 R, KALLHAN 
THREE ALGORITHMS FOR COMPUTING KOLMOGOROV-SMIRNOV 
PROBABILITIES NITH ARBITRARY BOUNDARIES AND A 
CERTIFICATION OF ALGORITHM 68T 
MANUSCRIPT, BALL STATE UNIV, MUNCIE INt 1975 
FOR ALGORITHM 6BTt SEE UNDER J, POMERANZ 
273e U. Re K. KASHYAP AND H. M. SRIVASTAVA 
ON DISTRIBUTION-FREE ANALYSIS OF M/G/I AND G/M/I 
QUEUES 
NORKING PAPER SERIES HOe 9t INDIAN INSTITUTE OF 
MAMAGENENTI CALCULTTAt INOIAt 19TS 
A PERT-LIKE APPROACH TO THE QUEUES GIVEN IN THE 
TITLE. 
SEE ALSO UNDER le GREENBERG 
2Tie R, We KATZ 
COMPUT ~G PROBAB~ ~ ~S ASSOCIATED NITH THE KtRKOV 
CHAIN MODEL FOR PRECIPITATION 
JOURN° APPLIED METEOROLOGY, 1St q53-9S6, 1976 
RECURRENCE RELATIONS FOR THE NUMBER OF VISITS TO 
A STATE 
272e S, KATE AND A* G. KONHEIM 
PRIORITY DISCIPLINES IN A LOOP SYSTEM 
JOURN. OF THE AeCeM, 21t 360-369~ 1976 
FOR RELATED PAPERS ON LOOP SYSTEMS SEE UNDER 
A,G.KONHEIM 
273e L. KAUPPI AND P. OJANTAKANEN 
APPROXgiAT]ONS TO THE GENERALIZED POISSON FUNCTION 
ASTIN BULLBTINt St ZlB-226t 1969 
STUDY OF THE TOTAL CLAIM DISTRIBUTION OF RISK 
THEORY 
216~ D, G. KENDALL 
INCIDENCE MATRICESt INTERVAL GRAPHS AND SERIATION 
IN ARCHEOLOGY 
PAC~IC JOURN. OF MATHt ZBt 565-STOt 1969 
DESCRIBES A CLASSIFICATION ALGORITHM FOR RELATIVE 
DATING IN ARCHEOLOGY 
ITS* 0, G, KENDALL 
A§UNOANCE MATRZCES AND SERIATION IN ARCHEOLOGY 
ZEITSCHRIFT FUR MAHRSCMEINLICHKEITSTHEORIEt ITt 
10~-112, 1971 
SERIAT ION BY ABUNDANCE RATHER THAN BY ~CIDENCE 
OF TYPES 
2The Do G* KENDALL 
SERIATION FROM ABUNDANCE HATREDS 
IN MATHEMATICS IN THE ARCHEOLOGICAL AND HISTORICAL 
SCIENCESt 2IS-EDit EDINBURGH UNIV. PRESSt 
EUINBURGH, 1971 
A TECHNIQUE FOR THE RELAT WE OAT ~G OF 
ARCHEOLOGICAL FINDS FROM DIFFERENT SITES IN THE 
SAME REGION 
277* D, G, KENDALL 
HUNT|~G QUANTA 
PHILOSOPHo TRANSACTIONS ROYAL SOCIETYt LONDONt 
A2TB, 231-266, 1976 
27B* D. KERRIDGE 
A NUMERICAL METHOD FOR THE SOLUTION OF QUEUEING 
PROBLEMS 
NEN JDURNo ON STATIST, OPERATIONAL RESEARCHt 2, 
3-13, 1966 
279* Y, H, KIN, g. E, CAS E~ AND P. M, GHARE 
A METHOD FOR COMPUTING COMPLEX SYSTEM RELIABILITY 
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON RELIAB)LITY~ R21~215-2|9~ 1972 
283* J. P, C. KLEIJNEN 
A~TITHETHIC VARIATES, COMMON RANDOM NUMBERS AND 
UPT IMAL COMPUTER TIME ALLOCATION IN SIMULATION 
MANAGEMENT SCIENCEw 2 | t  1176-118St 1975 
Zb l*  J. P. C. KLEIJNEN 
DES IGN AND ANALYSIS OF S ~ULATION - PRACTICAL 
STATISTICAL TECHNIQUES 
TECH. REPT. NO. 7S.OOTt KATHOLIEKE HQGESCHOOL, 
TILBURGt THE NETHERLANDSt 1975 
282* E. N. KL|MKO AND Me F. NEUTS 
THE SINGLE SERVER QUEUE IN DISCRETE TIME - 
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS I I  
NAVAL RESEARCH LOGISTICS QUARTERLY,ZOpBOS-B19, 1973 
COMPUTAT|ON OF THE MOMENTS OF THE BUSY PERIOD FOR 
QUEUES OF M/G/I TYPE 
283e H. KOBAYASHI 
SOME RECENT PROGRESS IN ANALYTIC STUOIES OF SYSTEM 
PERFORMANCE 
FIRST USA-JAPAN COMPUTER CONFERENCE, IBO"lBGm 1972 
28¢* H, K36AYASHI 
APPLICATION OF THE DIFFUSION APPROXIMATION TO 
QUEUEING NETWORKS 
I - EQUILIBRIUM QUEUE DISTRIBUTIONS 
JOURN. OF THE A. CoM, 21, 316-32Bt 1976 
GENERAL METHODOLOGY AND SEVERAL NUMERICAL 
EXAMPLES 
2BS~ H. KOBAYASHI 
APPLICATION OF THE DIFFUSION APPROXIMATION TO 
QUEUEING NETNORKS 
I I  - NONEQUILIBRIUM DISTRIBUTIONS AND APPLICATIONS 
TO COMPUTER MOOELING 
JOURN. OF THE A.C.M, 21, 659-669t 1976 
286e H. KOBAYASH! AND Me REISER 
ON GENERAL IZATmN OF JOB ROOTING BEHAVIOR IN 
QUEUE|NG NETNORK MODEL 
IeBeMeRESEARCH REPT. RC $252, I,B.MeTHONAS JeMATSON 
RESEARCH CENTERI YORKTONN HEIGHTS NYt 19TSt 20 PP 
JOB ROUTING MAY BE GOVERNED BY A NARKOV CHAIN OF 
ARBITRARY ORDER 
28T8 W, E. KOHLER AND do E. BOYCE 
A NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF SOHE FIRST ORDER STOCHASTIC 
INITIAL VALUE PROBLEMS 
SIAM JQURN, OF APPLIED HATH! 2Tt |6T-XTDt lqT6 
288* A, G° KONHEIM A~D B° MELTER 
NAITING LINES IN MULTIPLE LOOP SYSTEMS 
JOURN° OF MATH. ANALYSIS AND APPLt 39, SET-SBOt 19'/2 
289~ A. G° KONHEIM 
SCRVICE EPOCHS IN A LOOP SYSTEM 
SYMPOSIUM ON COMPUTER COMMUNICATIONS NETNORKS AND 
TELE-TRAFFIC, POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE OF BROOKLYNt 
1972 
290* A. G. KGNHEIM A~D B. MEISTER 
SERVICE IN A LOOP SYSTEM 
JOJRN, 3F THE A,G, Mt 19t 92-108t 19T2 
BASIC PAPER ON LOOP SYSTEMS FOR COMMUNICATION 
NETMORKS CONSISTING OF A PROCESSOR AND N 
TERMINALS 
29IS A.G, KONHEIfl AND 8. ME|STEM 
DISTRIBUTIONS OF QUEUE LENGTHS ANO NAITING TIMES IN 
A LOOP NITH TNO-NAY TRAFFIC 
JOURN. COHPUTER AND SYSTEM SCIENCES, TmSOB"-SEgt |9?3 
EXPLICIT RESULTS ON LOOP SYSTEMS NITH SUBSTANTIAL 
DISCUSSION OF COMPUTATIONAL TECHNIQUES 
292* A, G, KONMEIM A~D B, flEISTER 
NAITIN5 LINES AND TIMES IN A SYSTEM MITH POLLING 
JGURN. OF THE AcCeNt 21,670-690t 1976 
EXTENSIVE ANALYSIS OF A LOOP SYSTEM IN NHICH 
TERMINALS ARE SEQUENTIALLY POLLED BY THE 
PROCESSOR° SOME COMMENTS ON COMPUTATIONAL 
METHODS 
293" A. G. KONHEIM A~D B. NEISTER 
TMU-NAY TRAFFIC IN LOOP SYSTEMS 
NETNORKS, | ,  29 | - )01 ,  l i t2  
296" A° G° KONHEIM 
[HA ININ$ IN A LOBP SYSTEM 
MANUSCRIPT~ hBeMo THOMAS J° NATSON RESEARCH 
CENTER, YORKTONN HEIGHTS NYt 1976 
FURTHER RESULTS ON LOOP SYSTEMS. AN APPROXIMATE 
ALGORITHMIC HETHO0 |5 GIVEN 
~VS* A. G° KONHEIM AND Me REISER 
A UUEUEING MODEL WITH FINITE ~AITINGRQOM AND 
ULUCK|qG 
MANUS~RIPTf /cOoN° THOMAS J ,  WATSON RESEARCH 
CENTERt YORKTONN HEIGHTS NYt 1976 
COMPUTATIONAL ANALYSIS OF A TMO-STAGE QUEUE]NG 
MOUEL WIIH A FIN|TE INTERMEDIATE NAITINGROON 
UNUER MARKOVIAN ASSUMPTIONS 
Journal of Computational and Applied Mathematics, volume 3, no 1, 1977. 64 
ZqSe L, xosTEN 
STOCHASTIC THEORY OF A MULTI-ENTRY BUFFER ( I )  
DELFT PROGRESS REPORT, SERIES F, MATH. ENGINEERING, 
MATHEMATICS AND INFORMATION SCIENCES, 1 ,10-18 ,1976 
EXTENSIVE DISCUSSION OF MODELS AND ALGOR~HMS 
RELATED TO BUFFER DESIGN PROBLEMS 
297~ L. xOSTEN 
STOCHASTIC THEORY OF A MULTI-ENTRY BUFFER ( I I )  
DELFT PROGRESS REPORT, SERIES F, MATH. ENGINEERING, 
MATHEMATICS ANO INFORMATION SCIENCES, 1 ,66-50,1976 
EXTENSIVE DISCUSSION OF NOOELS AND ALGORITHMS 
RELATED TO BUFFER DESIGN PROBLEMS 
29B* L. KOSTEN AND O. VRIEZE 
STOCHASTIC THEORY OF A MULTI-ENTRY BUFFER ( l / I#  
DELFT PROGRESS REPORT, SERIES F~ MATH, ENGINEERING, 
MATHEMATICS AND INFORMATION SC IENCESo l , I03 - I IS ,  
1975 
EXTENSIVE DISCUSSION OF MODELS AND ALGORITHMS 
RELATED TO BUFFER DESIGN PROBLENG 
2g9" E, V. KRISHNAMURTHY AND G. KONISSAR 
COMPUTER-AIOED RELIABILITY ANALYSIS OF COMPLICATEO 
NETNORK$ 
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON REL lABIL ITY,  R21t B6-Bq, lg72 
A COMPUTER PROGRAM USING NODULAR OECONPOSITION IN 
RELIABILITY COMPUTATION 
3~3" R. J° KRYSC ~3 AqO N. C° SEVERO 
SOME PROPERTIES OF AM EXTENDED SIMPLE STOCHASTIC 
EPIDEMIC MODEL INVOLVING TNO ADDITIONAL PARAMETERS 
MATHEMATICAL BIOSClENCES, 5, 1 -8 ,  1969 
3~le  R. J .  KRYSGIO AND N. C. SEVERU 
COMPUTATIONAL ANO ESTIMATION PROCEDURES IN 
MULTIDIMENSIONAL RIGHT-SHIFT PROCESSES AND SOME 
APPLICATIONS 
ADVANCES IN APPLIED PROBABILITY, T, 3~g-382,  1975 
A TRIANGULARIZATION OF A SYSTEM OF KOLMOGOROV 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS FOR A LARGE CLASS OF 
MARKOV CHAINS 
30~* S* M, KNEREL 
BOUNDS ON THE PROBABILITY OF THE UNION AND 
INTERSECTION OF M EVENTS 
ADVANCES IN APPLIED PROBABILITY, 7~ 631-648t  1975 
BOUNOS AND ALSO AN ALGORITHM FOR THE COMPUTATION 
OF THE MOST STRINGENT BOUNOS 
333e S, M° KWEREL 
MOST STRINGENT BOUNDS ON THE PROBABILITY OF THE 
UNION AND INTERSECTION OF N EVENTS FOR SYSTENS 
PARTIALLY SPECIFIED BY S I~S2~. ,e tSK,  2 <- K <= M 
JOURN° APPLIED PROBABILITY9 12~ 612-619~ 1975 
30~ M. I*  LANIN 
CALCULAT IN(; THE PROBABILITY OF INFORMATION LOSS IN 
CENTRALIZED SUPERVISORY SYSTEMS 
INTERN, JOURN, COMPUTER NATH~ 1. 73-87,  1966 
TRANSLATION OF A RUSSIAN PAPER IN AUTOMATION AND 
REMOTE CONTROL~ 23, 321 FF~ 1962 
305* G° No LAUER AND C* P* HAN 
JOINT DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION OF CERTAIN RATIOS OF 
CHI-SQUARE VAR~TES 
JOURN, STATISTICAL COMPUTATION AND SIMULAT|ON~ 1, 
255-260,  1972 
DISTRIBUTION EXPRESSED IN A CONPUTAT ZONALLY 
USEFUL FORM 
30S~ S. S, LAVENBERG 
EFFICIENT ESTIMATION VIA SIMULATION OF NORK-RATES 
IN CLOSED ~tJEUE~HO NETWORKS 
COMPSTAT lgT&~ PROCEEDINGS IN COMPUTATIONAL 
STATISTICS, PHYSIGA VERLAGe WIEN~ 3E3-362, 1976 
337* S, S. LAVENBERG 
THE STEADY-STATE QUEUEING TIME DISTRIBUTION FOR THE 
N/G/1 FINITE CAPACITY QUEUE 
MANAGEMENT SCIENCE~ 21~ 501-506,  lgTS 
COMPUTATION OF MOMENTS USING RECURRENCE RELATIONS 
FOR THE LAPLACE TRANSFORNS 
30BO S, S. LAVENBERG AND G, S. SHEDLER 
DERIVATION OF CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR WORK-RATE 
ESTIMATORS IN A CLOSED QUEUEING NETNORK 
TO APPEAR IN SIAM JOURN. ON COMPUTING~ 6~ 19?5 
33~ S, S° LAVENBERG AND D. Re SLUTZ 
INTRODUCTION TU REGENERATIVE SIMULATION 
I .B ,N ,  JOURN, OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, 19, 
458-462,  lgT5 
SIMULATION METHODS FOR REGENERATIVE PROCESSES 
313" E, L. LEESE 
NUMERICAL METHODS OF DETERMINING THE TRANSIENT 
BEHAVIOUR OF QUEUES WITH VARIABLE ARRIVAL RATE 
IN QUEUEING THEORY, THE ENGL|SH UNIVERSITIES PRESS, 
LONDON 1964 
~l ls  E, Lo LEESE A~D D. W. BOYD 
NUMERICAL METHODS OF DETERMINING THE TRANSIENT 
BEHAVIOR OF QUEUES N|TH VARIABLE ARRIVAL RATES 
JOURN. CANAD. OPER. RES. SOOt &t 1-13, 1966 
CRITICALLY EXAMINES SEVERAL METHODS FOR THE 
NUNERICAL SOLUTION OF THE TRANSIENT BEHAVIOR OF 
AN M/N/% QUEUE NITM TIME DEPENDENT ARRIVAL AND 
SERVICE RATES 
~12" P, Ho LESLIE 
A STOCHASTIC MODEL FOR STUDYING THE PROPERTIES OF 
CERTAIN BIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS BY NUMERICAL METHODS 
BIUMETRIKAf 45t [6 -31t  1958 
313" P. H. LESLIE ANO J ,  C. GONER 
THE PROPERTIES OF A STOCHASTIC NOBEL FOR TWO 
COMPETING SPECIES 
B1OMETRIKA, 65t 316-3~0t 1958 
A SIMULATION STUDY 
31~* R. T° LESLIE 
RECJRRENT COMPOSITE EVENTS 
JOURN, APPLIEO PROBABILITY9 6t 3~-61t 1967 
RECURSIVE COMPUTATION OF VARIOUS PROBABILITIES 
FOR RECURRENT EVENTS 
315s P, A, W. LEWIS AND G. S, SHEDLER 
A CYCLIC-QUEUE MODEL OF A SYSTEM OVERHEAD IN 
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NATR~ES 
JOURN~ SOCe INOUSTe APPLe MATH, |2t  515-$22, 1966 
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692* Go TRYBUS 
CALCULATION OF MEASURES OF STOCHASTICAL DEPENDENCE 
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ZASTOSOWANIA MATEMATYKI, IS~ 671-676t 1976 
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INTRODUCED BY Z~ HELLWIG AND Z. CZERWINSKIe 
ALGOL PROGRAM GIVEN 
493* y, TUMURA 
ON THE EQUILIBRIUM PROBABILITIES UF GILD/1 
JDURN. OPER. RESe SOC. JAPANt lOt 93-107t Z96B 
A RECURSIVE ALGDR|THM SUITABLE FOR LOW TRAFFIC 
INTENSITIES 
49¢* Ro L. TWEEDIE 
THE CALCULATION OF LIMIT PROBABILITIES FOR 
DENUMERABLE MARKOV PROCESSES FROM ~F ~ITESINAL 
PROPERTIES 
J(]JRN. APPLIED PROBABILITY, 10~ 86-99t 1973 
DISCUSSES PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH FINITE 
TRUNCATIONS OF INFIN ~ESIMAL GENERATORS 
495s S. C. TZAFESTA$ 
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A PROBLEM OF RESTRICTED PARTITIONS 
NAVAL RESEARCH LOGISTICS GUARTERLY,21tZO1-2OSt 1976 
(Nltee,NM) IS AN ADMISSIBLE PARTITION OF N IF AND 
ONLY IT IS POSSIBLE TO WRITE N1 SYMBOLS OF A 
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5.  CLASS IF ICAT ION BY  SUBJECT AREA 
Actuarial Mathematics 
028 - 032  - 033  - 049  - 050  - 051  - 055  - 132  - 174  - 
175  - 273  - 406  - 407  - 415  - 445  - 446  - 447  - 448  - 
449  - 450  - 483  - 484  - 508  
Bounds (Computation ~
069 - 089 - 246  - 247  - 248  - 249  - 250  - 302  - 303  - 







































































374  - 376  - 378  - 380  - 382  - 383  - 384  - 385  - 386  - 
387  - 389 - 395  - 396  - 401  - 414  - 418  - 419  - 424  - 
425  - 426 - 427  - 428  - 429  - 430  - 434  - 435  - 436  - 
452  - 458  - 462  - 477  - 482  - 487  - 493  - 495  - 498  - 
500  - 501  - 502  - 503  - 507  - 510  - 512  
Reliability Theory 
007 - 060  - 061  - 081  - 142  - 161  - 165  - 200  - 201  - 
202  - 203 - 204  - 212  - 213  - 215  - 228  - 229  - 230  - 
231  - 267  - 279  - 299  - 304  - 323  - 345  "346 - 347  - 
348  - 350  - 351  - 352  - 353  - 354  - 355  - 356  - 357  - 
358  - 359  - 360  - 361  - 362  - 363  - 364  - 365  - 367  - 
375  - 457  - 459  - 477  - 485  - 497  
Simulation Techniques 
008 - 009 - 010  - 024  - 025  - 068  - 070  - 095  - 096  - 
097  - 098  - 101  - 102  - 111  - 114  - 115  - 144  - 145  - 
146  - 147 - 148  - 192  - 198  - 208  - 221  - 242  - 243  - 
252  - 254 - 255  - 256  - 280  - 281  - 306  - 309  - 324  - 
328  - 329  - 330  - 331  - 333  - 337  - 342  - 388  - 398  - 
399  - 400 - 405  - 408  - 420  - 421  - 437  - 438  - 439  - 
442  - 444  - 460  - 461  - 466  - 479  - 505  - 509  
Special Probability Distributions 
043 - 059  - 062  - 065  - 067  - 072  - 082-  094  - 100  - 
117  - 118  - 123  - 124  - 125  - 143  - 155  - 167-  206  - 
210  - 233  - 240  - 241  - 251  - 268  - 269  - 305  - 334  - 
335  - 366  - 381  - 382  - 392  - 393  - 413  - 441  - 4 4 2  - 
453 - 464  - 478  - 480  - 492  - 505  - 516  
Time Series 
013 - 017  - 018  - 120  - 166  - 244  - 319  - 320  - 321  - 
322  - 397 - 401  - 488  - 489  - 490  - 491  
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Markov renewal processes 150 - 2 1 1  - 386 
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